Despite the burgeoning empirical literature providing evidence of a strong and robust positive correlation between trade and migration, doubts persist as to unobserved factors which may be driving this relationship. This paper re-examines the trade-migration nexus using a panel spanning several decades, which comprises the majority of world trade and migration in every decade. First the findings common to the literature are reproduced. Country-pair fixed effects are then used to account for unobserved bilateral factors, the implementation of which removes all of the positive impact of migration on trade. In other words the unobserved factors, a leading candidate for which it is argued is international bilateral ties, are on average strongly and positively correlated with migrant networks. Dividing the world into the relatively affluent North and poorer South, the results show that migrants from either region only affect Northern exports to the South. This is intuitive since in general countries of the North export more differentiated products and information barriers between these regions are greatest. A countrylevel analysis further shows that migrants may both create and divert trade. Taken as a whole, the results demonstrate the large biases inherent in cross-sectional studies investigating the trade-migration nexus and highlight the extent to which previous results have been overstated. JEL classification: F22, 015, J11, F16
Non-Technical Summary
The links between trade and migration have been extensively examined in the empirical literature, the results of which demonstrate an almost unambiguously strong and positive impact of migration on trade. Doubts persist however as to a number of unobserved factors that might be driving this relationship. This paper re-examines the trade-migration nexus implementing a new and comprehensive dataset of international bilateral migrant stocks, which spans 1960-2000. The panel dimension of the data allows all of the recent advances in the econometrics literature to be taken into account; which include countries taking into consideration their outside options when deciding with which other countries to trade i.e. multilateral resistances, as well as time invariant country-pair effects, which include international bilateral ties.
Using the Turkish-German case as an example, these bilateral ties are argued to comprise myriad cultural, historical and political linkages that are otherwise difficult to capture in models across a broad spectrum of countries. At the aggregate level I find, having accounted for international bilateral ties, that all of the positive effect of migration on trade is stripped away. At the regional level, the results suggest that migrants only influence trade between the countries of the relatively affluent global North and their Southern counterparts. This might be expected in light of the existing literature, since it is between these country groupings that migrants might arguably best be able to use their informational advantages to lower the transaction costs of trade. The results at the country level further highlight that migrants may divert as well as foster bilateral trade flows, a result which has been conspicuously missing in the literature to date. Taken together the results show the extent to which previous results have been overstated and suggest that further research need be conducted, using richer disaggregated data, should the complexities of the trade-migration nexus be fully understood.
also sceptical since "…reservations persist as to the potential for other, unobserved phenomena to be stimulating both trade and migration. ……Overall the estimated effects seem improbably large, though perhaps indicative of a very real underlying phenomenon" (pg. 212).
This paper is the first to investigate the links between trade and migration in a panel spanning several decades, 1960-2000, which comprises the majority of world trade and migration in each period. The panel facilitates the implementation of time-varying country fixed effects to control for the common omission of multilateral resistance terms and, crucially, also for country-pair dummies to control for unobserved country-pair heterogeneity. Greater emphasis is placed upon bilateral trade flows to and from developing nations, while the time dimension of the panel is more comprehensive yielding better estimates of the longer term effects of migration on trade.
Importantly, the effects of immigration and emigration on trade are assessed simultaneously, the absence of one of which tends to overestimate the importance of the other.
First the data are tested in repeated cross-sections and then the data are pooled, the results from which are consistent with the existing literature. The implementation of pair-wise fixed effects, used to account for 'bilateral ties', strips away the positive effect of migration on trade. Dividing the world into the relatively affluent North and poorer South, the results show that migrants from both regions only affect Northern exports to the South. This is intuitive since in general countries of the North export more differentiated products, while countries of the South more often export homogenous commodities. It is also between those regions that informational barriers are likely highest. Interacting the migrant variables further, at the country level, shows that migrants may both create and divert trade. These interactions also suggest that while the unobserved factors are generally positively correlated with the direct effects of migrants, the direction of the bias is less certain when the indirect impacts of migrants are considered. Taken as a whole, the results demonstrate the large biases inherent in cross-sectional studies investigating the trade-migration nexus and highlight the need to be cautious when interpreting previous findings. An international examination of the trade-migration nexus at the product level is absent from the existing literature. While this is beyond the scope of the current work, the results from this paper are strongly suggestive that this should be undertaken, without which it is difficult to draw ascertain the true mechanisms underpinning the trade-migration nexus. 
Literature Review
Based on the premise that the greatest potential benefits to trade exist between countries which are the least similar (Winters 2003) , then migrants, (who by definition have experience of both locations), may be best placed to exploit those differences. Migrants are often bilingual, fluent in both their mother tongue and the language of their host nation. They may possess knowledge of the available products in both countries, about the local laws and regulations that govern the markets and the institutions that oversee their functioning. Migrants are ideally positioned to exploit opportunities for arbitrage and match buyers and sellers through their superior market knowledge, thereby lowering the transaction costs of trade. These arguments were first made by Gould (1994) , whose seminal contribution paved the way for numerous empirical papers which examine the trade-migration nexus. Gould distinguishes an information channel through which migrants reduce the transaction costs of trade, from a preference channel via which migrants foster trade flows through demanding domestically produced goods. Collectively, these two channels may be termed direct immigrant links (direct links henceforth), since they pertain to the effects of migrants whose country of birth relates to either the importing or the exporting nation.
In other words migrants which directly affect trade flows either to or from their country of origin. Rauch (2001) , an advocate of the 'network' view of trade, stresses the role of business contacts and social networks that promote 'trusting' contractual arrangements and overcome informational asymmetries and informal trade barriers. These arguments are akin to Gould's transaction cost mechanism or information channel. Rauch and Trindade (2002) The majority of papers in the trade-migration literature, implement gravity models and build upon Gould's insight to test these links in a variety of (predominantly OECD-centric) 3 These concentrations are modelled as the cross-products of the share of ethnic Chinese in each trading partner.
3 geographical settings, most commonly focusing upon a single country and her trading partners. 4 Head and Ries (1998) investigate immigrant-links in Canada, Dunlevy and Hutchinson (1999, 2001 ) examine historical data for the United States, Girma and Yu (2002) study the impact of migration on trade in the UK, Bryant et al (2004) for New Zealand, Blanes-Cristobel (2003) in Spain, White (2007b) for Denmark and Hatzigeorgiou (2010) in Sweden. At the country level, only three papers examine direct-links amongst groups of countries. Hatzigeorgiou (2009) examines a cross-section of 75 countries in 2000, while Felbermayr and Toubal (2008) implement a cross-section for the OECD in the same year. Felbermayr and Jung (2009) is the only paper to the knowledge of the author which implements a panel of countries (for 1990 and 2000) .
Greater availability of disaggregated data has spurred ever more sophisticated empirical studies.
Some focus upon the trade-migration nexus within a country, for example Combes et al (2005) for France. Yet another strand of the literature examines states or provinces trading with overseas country partners. Examples include Wagner et al (2002) for Canada, Co et al (2004) , Bardhan and Guhathakurta (2005) , Herander and Saavedra (2005) , Dunlevy (2006) and Bandyopadhyay et al (2008) for the US and Peri and Requena (2010) for Spain.
Pooled cross-section studies that centre upon a single nation and her multiple trading partners generally uncover a significant and positive relationship between migrant stocks and bilateral trade flows. These findings seem robust to a number of different econometric specifications, time periods and alternative country settings; a combination of which accounts for the broad range of estimates obtained (Wagner et al 2002) . And the ranges are indeed broad. Wagner et al (2002) in their survey find that the elasticities of exports and imports with respect to migration range from +0.02 to +0.16 and +0.01 to +0.31 respectively. 5 Given that the structure of the data in these studies militates against the inclusion of importer and exporter fixed effects however, an alternative explanation would be that these studies likely suffer from omitted variable biases.
This is the line of reasoning adopted by Felbermayr, Jung and Toubal (2009) , who revisit Rauch and Trindade's evidence. These authors highlight Rauch and Trindade's omission of multilateral 4 Migration data are notoriously weak and this focus can be explained by the paucity of the available migration data. 5 The ranges presented here only include those studies that focus upon a single trading nation and her trading partners.
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resistance terms 6 and argue this contributes to their large overestimate of the effect of Chinese migrants on trade, by a factor of between two and four. For this, Baldwin and Taglioni (2006) more broadly award the 'gold medal' mistake to which many papers in the wider gravity model literature fall foul. 7 This leads to biased estimates of trade costs and indeed of all other covariates, while further endogeneity arises due to measurement error in the economic mass variable. Felbermayr, Jung and Toubal (2009) however are restricted by the paucity of the available migration data such that they are constrained to repeated cross-section analysis. As such, they cannot control for unobserved pair-wise factors, which would provide one explanation for the unfeasibly large variance they obtain with their indirect network effect estimates.
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The more recent studies which implement state level data also uncover a complimentarity between trade and migration but tend to be sounder empirically, estimating panel data and implementing importer and exporter fixed effects. Bandyopadhyay et al (2008) and Peri and Requena (2010) go still further, also implementing importer-exporter-pair effects to control for unobserved state-country pair-wise heterogeneity. These prove crucial in controlling for pairwise heterogeneity in gravity models of international trade, as demonstrated by Cheng and Wall (2004) . At the country level only Felbermayr and Jung (2009) control for country-pair unobserved heterogeneity (and multilateral resistances) using a panel for 1990 and 2000, which only covers North-South trade. These authors find a significant and positive effect of migration on trade and their findings will serve as the benchmark for comparison for the results of this paper.
The implementation of fixed effects has successfully been used to solve a number of puzzling results in the gravity model literature. For example, Glick and Rose (2002) proffer a solution to the puzzle found by Rose (2000) whereby currency union membership was associated with an increase in trade of approximately 300%. Glick and Rose reduce this to around 100%, when pairwise fixed effects are implemented. Similarly, Baier and Bergstrand (2007) control for countries selecting into trading and entering free trade agreements with one another. Once pair-wise fixed 6 For a lucid explanation of the impact of omitting these variables, readers are referred to Baldwin and Taglioni (2006) . 7 In addition to the 'gold medal' award, 'bronze' and 'silver' medals are doled out to papers that inappropriately deflate nominal values by US aggregate price index or else those that use the log of the average of trade flows as opposed to the average of their logs -when unidirectional trade flows are averaged. 8 For example, their estimates of the trade creating effects of third-party migrant networks range from 8.1877*1018% for Japan to -100% for Saudi Arabia.
effects are included in their estimation these authors convincingly explain the large variationincluding negative results -apparent in previous studies examining the effect of RTAs on bilateral trade flows. The current paper implements trading-pair fixed effects to control for international bilateral ties (amongst other unobserved pair-wise factors) to examine the trademigration nexus.
The present paper is the first to implement a panel spanning several decades to investigate directlinks (a la Gould) and third party effects (a la Rauch), both separately and simultaneously; while also crucially controlling for unobserved pair-wise factors such as bilateral ties, which may influence both trade and migration. The focus also moves away from a single country (and her trading partners) and towards groups of countries. More emphasis is placed upon the relationship between trade and migration in the context of developing countries while the longer time dimension of the panel is also superior since most papers investigate immigrant-links in the years after 1980. 9 Significantly, the comprehensive migration data allow the effects of immigration and emigration on trade to be assessed simultaneously, the absence of one of which tends to overestimate the importance of the other.
The paper is structured as follows. The following section discusses the underlying mechanisms which are purported to drive the links between trade and migration and restates the basic framework so as to emphasize the role of the transaction costs -as opposed to preferenceswhich are economically more important. Section 4 outlines the specification of the empirical model, while Section 5 discusses the underlying data sources. Section 6 presents a repeated cross-section analysis and Section 7, a discussion of the issue of endogeneity. Observations are then pooled and fixed effects are added to show the nature and direction of the biases from crosssection estimates in Section 8. The analysis is then disaggregated at both the regional (Section 9) and the country level (Section 10) to highlight how dramatically the estimated effects of migration on trade change when fixed effects, used to control for unobserved bilateral ties, are considered. Lastly, Section 11 investigates the impact of third-party migrants on bilateral trade.
Direct Links
In this paper direct-links is the term used to capture those migrant-links which are formed between two trading nations, i and j, by migrants, whose country of birth is either i or j. In this section a brief discussion is provided as to how the main methods employed to capture these direct-links have evolved in the literature. In passing, a simple yet informative reinterpretation of the basic equation will be highlighted, which serves to emphasize the identification of the transaction cost or information channel (as opposed to a preference channel). This is an important distinction, since the information channel is more relevant economically since it is welfare enhancing. Lastly, a comparison of Gould's and Rauch's key migrant variables of interest, in the context of fixed effect models, leads to the conclusion that an additional (and unnecessary) restriction is imposed upon the parameters of the theoretically more intuitive approach.
Following Gould, most papers that investigate direct-links, typically regress the logarithm of a country's imports and/or exports upon the immigrant stock (and controls) of the host country (equations 1 and 2). Where lnX ij = the natural log exports from country i to country j, lnM ji = the natural log of imports from country j to country i, lnMIG ji = the natural log of the stock of immigrants from country j in country i and θ is a vector of coefficients for all remaining controls. In other words, bilateral trade is regressed upon unidirectional migration. In this framework it is assumed that immigrant (MIG ji ) preferences only affect destination country i's imports (M ji ); while immigrants (MIG ji ) that lower the transaction costs of trade will affect both the import (M ji ) flows to and the export (X ij ) flows from country i. Therefore if β 1 >0 and γ 1 =0 then the preference channel is said to dominate but if β 1 >0 and γ 1 >0 then both mechanisms are prevalent.
In this framework, MIG ji is measured in absolute levels although prima facie it is not immediately obvious why this is appropriate.
This approach is flawed in at least two key ways. Foremost among these is the fact that immigrants/emigrants may establish importing and exporting businesses. Therefore, if β 1 >0 and γ 1 =0, this might be due to the fact that immigrants (MIG ji ) are importing goods to sell on or reexport as opposed to through a preference channel for consumption. So too might this be because emigrants (from the importing country i) abroad (MIG ij ) -which are not captured in this specification -establish exporting businesses in country j, that ship goods to country i, i.e.
through the transaction cost mechanism. Notwithstanding these arguments, if immigration (MIG ji ) is found to influence both imports (β 1 >0) and exports (γ 1 >0), preferences might not be relevant at all, and the entire effect might be due to a reduction in transaction costs.
Hatzigeorgiou (2010) provides a useful reinterpretation of this basic approach, regressing instead unidirectional trade upon bilateral migration (equation 3).
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Using the same intuition as above, Hatzigeorgiou argues that if γ 1 >0, i.e. if emigrants from country i living in country j, foster trade flows from country j to country i, then this must be through the information channel since the preference channel cannot operate against the direction of trade. If β 1 >0 however, this is hypothesized to capture both preference and transaction cost effects. This formulation places additional emphasis upon uncovering the relative importance of the economically more important and welfare enhancing transaction cost mechanism therefore.
Importantly, [3] also includes measures of both immigrant (Mig ji ) and emigrant stocks (Mig ij ). It is imperative to include both since -as enshrined in Ravenstein's (1885) fourth law of migration 11 -bilateral migrant flows beget further flows in the opposite direction, such that they will likely be positively correlated. Failing to include variables capturing both sides of the migration coin therefore, which is common -will likely bias results upwards. Rauch and Trindade (2002) , while abstracting from preference effects altogether, construct two variables to capture the effects of Chinese ethnic networks. The first is simply the log of the 11 This states that "each main current of migration produces a compensating counter-current".
product of the population of Chinese in each trading partner: ln(POP ki *POP kj ) where i≠j and k=China. 12 Here we restrict the discussion to direct links, in which case either country i or country j need be China. This assumption is relaxed later when discussing third-party effects.
This variable is assumed to capture "the total number of potential international connections between the ethnic [Chinese] populations of the trading partners" (pg. 119). The authors' second migration variable is constructed as the log of the cross-product of the shares of Chinese in both transacting countries, where the denominators for each share are the total resident populations,
i.e. , where i≠j and k=China. Here again, since discussion is limited to direct links, either country i or country j need be China. In this case, POP would refer to the domestic population of China. Otherwise, POP would refer to the Chinese migrant population in either country i or j. This second variable is equivalent to the probability that any two migrants picked at random from countries i and j will be ethnically Chinese. This is used to capture a contractual reinforcement effect of migrant networks.
In a log-linear framework however, due to the additive property of logs, both these latter variables are equivalent to each other should importer and exporter fixed effects be implemented;
since the 'respop' terms dropout due to the implementation of importer and exporter fixed effects. Moreover, lnPOP ki = lnMIG ki and lnPOP kj = lnMIG kj , if k≠i, k≠j. In other words, with the inclusion of importer and exporting country fixed effects the migration variable formulations of Rauch and Trindade are equivalent to those used throughout the remainder of the literature; but with one important difference.
In [3], the two migration variables have separate coefficients β 1 and γ 1. However, with the inclusion of country i and country j fixed effects, the two migrant variables of Rauch and
Trindade both reduce to ξ 1 lnCHIN i + ξ 1 lnCHIN j . In other words, an additional restriction is placed upon the coefficients of these variables. In the absence of importer and exported fixed effects, Rauch and Trindade's migration variables are more intuitively appealing theoretically; not least the probabilistic variable constructed using the shares of ethnic Chinese in each trading partner. With the implementation of fixed effects however, these theoretically more appealing variables actually impose an additional restriction on the regression coefficients, making them less attractive.
The foregoing discussion highlights three factors which are deemed necessary to take account of in any study of trade and migration. Firstly, for the sake of identification, it is superior to regress unidirectional trade upon bilateral migration, in order to better isolate the impact of the economically more important information channel. Since X ij =M ij , it is only necessary to include either imports or exports. Secondly, this formulation accounts for both sides of the migration coin, which is necessary since otherwise the coefficients on the remaining migration variable will likely be biased upwards. Lastly, with the inclusion of importer and exporter fixed effects, immigration and emigration are better modelled in levels as opposed to any notion of shares, which might initially seem more appealing theoretically but which actually place an additional restriction upon the estimate coefficients. While these factors may be viewed as tenets which should be adhered to, the foregoing discussion also highlights the difficulty in meaningfully distinguishing the transaction cost and preference mechanisms. Since great weight is placed upon these hypotheses in the literature, they will be referred to in passing, although this paper focuses upon the extent to which migrants foster bilateral trade flows whatsoever.
Due to the varying notation used in the literature, it proves prudent to specify the notation used throughout this paper before proceeding further (see figure 1) . Crucially, what follows takes aggregate exports as the left-hand side variable, as opposed to imports in (1)- (3). This is simply the result of exports being specified in the underlying data, but all the foregoing arguments hold due to the symmetry in the trade and migration data. In terms of trade, country i is always the exporting country, while country j is always the importer. On the migration side, country i sends emigrants to country j, while country j sends immigrants to country i. In other words, emigrants travel from i to j in the same direction as trade (exports from i to j). Conversely, immigrants travel from j to i, against the flow of goods. Where additionally: β i = is a positive distribution factor, a price scale factor and σ = the elasticity of substation between the goods. The authors succeed in deriving an intuitive version of the gravity model, based on the crucial assumption that trade barriers are symmetric, i.e. that t ij =t ji :
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Where additionally: x ij = the nominal value of exports from country i to country j, y i = the GDP of country i, y j = the GDP of country j and y W = world income. The key insight of the model is that trade between countries i and j depends not only upon nations' size and the bilateral barriers between them, but also upon the multilateral resistance of countries i and j with the rest of the world. If either country's multilateral resistance increases with the rest of the world, then they will have the incentive to trade relatively more with one another. Cross-sectional models incorporating importer and exporter fixed effects will suitably account for these additional price terms (see Rose and Van Wincoop (2001) and Feenstra (2004) ). In panel analyses however, country-time-varying fixed effects are required (see Baldwin and Taglioni (2006) or Baier and Bergstrand (2007)).
Trade Costs
Trade costs have large welfare implications and migrants matter for trade because they can potentially lower trade costs through by reducing informational asymmetries (Anderson and van Wincoop 2004) . 13 In the preceding gravity set-up, migrants enter the non-observable trade cost function, t ij . In order to meaningfully isolate migrant's impact however, it is crucial to account for each additional component that has been found important in explaining trade costs to avoid omitted variable bias. Anderson and van Wincoop (2004) identify several broad categories of trade costs. Transport costs include direct, freight and insurance charges, as well as the indirect costs which include storage, inventory and preparation costs. Next there are country specific wholesale and retail distribution costs. Policy barriers include domestic tariff and non-tariff barriers, as well as international commitments, for example membership of the WTO or regional trade agreements.
While linguistic, currency and security barriers are all self-explanatory; information costs comprise search, legal and regulatory costs.
Empirical Specification
The success of identifying the extent to which migrants affect bilateral trade flows depends upon:
successfully modelling the various trade costs outlined in the previous section and ensuring that the correct empirical model is used; one that controls for multilateral resistance terms and crucially also for unobserved pair-wise heterogeneity, in order to account for bilateral ties between trading nations.
As is common in the literature, direct transport costs are modelled using a measure of geodesic distance and a dummy variable which equals one if a country-pair shares a common border.
Further dummy variables are included which take the value one if country-pairs share joint membership of an RTA, speak the same official language or share the same currency, legal system or a colonial history. Colonial ties will account, in part, for the extent to which countries share similar institutions. This will also likely capture some historical aspect of migrants' network effect. Lastly, information cost barriers are modelled using variables which capture direct links (and later third-party effects), which are hypothesized to bridge informational asymmetries.
The non-observable trade cost variable, t ij modelled as a linear combination (which is standard in the literature), is given by equation 7:
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X ij is a measure of aggregate exports. φ is the vector of exporter fixed effects, γ the
, taking logs and adding importer and exporter fixed effects, yields:
corresponding vector of importer fixed effects and ε ij is the error term, which is assumed to be log normally distributed. In cross-sections, these importer and exporter fixed effects capture the 13 multilateral price index terms in addition to measures of national income. Although this strategy militates against obtaining separate coefficient estimates for the economic mass variables, any measurement error associated with them should drop out. Fixed effects prove useful since they additionally capture country-level unobserved heterogeneity including indirect transport costs, wholesale and retail distribution costs, belonging to the WTO, the quality of institutions, domestic regulations, for example a nation's customs procedures or the ease of obtaining the required documentation to trade, infrastructure and geography, levels of corruption and domestic security protocol. Additionally, other channels through which migrants could potentially influence trade will also be controlled for, for example through accounting for any rise in the stock of human capital. There exist missing values however. The key question therefore is whether these represent true zero values, in which case they need to be handled with care; or whether they are actual missing values. Since aggregate trade data are used, there is every reason to believe that the majority of these 'missing values' are indeed missing. This is especially so in the later period to which the trade data refer, since small values are not reported due to the financial constraints faced by the authors (see below). Indeed, the conclusion of private correspondence with the authors of the dataset was that these values should be treated as missing, since it was argued, it was a far bigger assumption to assume these missing values are all zero. For the sake of robustness, several samples, which have varying degrees of missing values, are estimated to ensure that their presence do not lead to spurious results.
Data
The paper draws upon data from three main sources. Migration data are obtained from Özden et al (2011) , which details five origin-destination matrices that comprise every nation state, major territory and dependency from across the globe (226*226). The dataset is based upon the foreign-born concept of migration and each matrix corresponds to one of the last five completed census rounds, 1960-2000. 14 The data correspond to economic migrants and every effort has been made to remove refugees. Although the proportion of illegal migration captured in the dataset is unknown, it is still likely that a fairly large proportion of illegal migrants are captured in national censuses. This dataset is superior to those previously estimated in terms of its broad global coverage and the number of decades to which it refers. It is therefore the most appropriate dataset to best capture the second great wave of international migration (of the modern era).
Trade data are taken from Feenstra et al (2005) , which provides data calculated from the UN Comtrade database 15 for the period 1962-2000. The strength of these data lie in imports being preferred over exports -since they are frequently considered to be more accurate -the extent to which the authors clean the dataset by comparing the import and export data of each bilateral trade flow and the clear documentation the authors provide as to the adjustments made, which facilitates an accurate matching of the migration to the trade data. Since the earliest year to which the trade data refer is 1962, the migration data for 1960 is assumed to be comparable for this decade, under the assumption that these trade flows would have been similar to those two years hence. In cases where countries need to be aggregated to equate them to a trading entity, migrations between these countries are removed from the dataset. Once matched, the dataset comprises 178 countries in total.
The trade data are divided into two distinct periods, 1962-1983, for which data are complete (i.e. 1 ). 17 The list of countries in each sample can be found in the appendix. The dependent variable is the log of bilateral exports. All regressions include importer and exporter fixed effects. Superscripts ***, **, * denote statistical significance at 1, 5 and 10% respectively. Cluster robust standard errors are provided in parentheses.
The results of cross-section regressions, based on equation 8, are presented for the years 1960-2000 for sample 1 (see table 2 ). Across all years, the regressions explain at least approximately 70% of the total variation in bilateral exports, which is typical. The coefficient on the distance variable is around 1, which is what theory predicts. Sharing a common border or a common language have little effect upon trade, a result explained by the positive correlations of these variables with both migration variables, the inclusion of other covariates which account for the variation in these variables and the implementation of importer and exporter fixed effects. There is a very strong impact of sharing a colonial heritage, although this effect decreases over time, as historical network effects deteriorate and institutions diverge from one another. 19 Sharing common legislative origins are also found to significantly bolster trade in three of the five periods. The coefficients on the common currency and the RTA variables are very unstable however, being both significantly positive and negative across the years. This is due to endogeneity bias as argued by Glick and Rose (2002) and Baier and Bergstrand (2007) respectively.
Turning to the key variables of interest, the immigrant and emigrant variables are significant in every decade and the coefficients are remarkably stable over time. In 2000, a 10% increase in immigrants and emigrants is associated with bilateral trade increasing by 0.5% or 0.7% respectively. In other words, an increase in the global stock of 8,890,000 immigrants/emigrants is associated with an increase in world trade of $29bn and $42bn respectively, or $3,280 or $4,760 per immigrant/emigrant. In terms of the hypotheses which have featured so strongly in the literature, the coefficient on immigrants might be interpreted as a measure of one side of the transaction cost channel -since bilateral migration is regressed upon unidirectional trade.
Nevertheless since the coefficient on the immigrant stock variable is not statistically larger than 19 The erosion of colonial links is well documented in Head, Mayer and Ries (2010) the coefficient on the stock of emigrants in any decade no firm conclusions can be drawn with regards separating the two mechanisms.
Endogeneity
The importer and exporter fixed effects used in the regressions in table 1 will control for endogeneity bias in relation to the commonly omitted multilateral resistance terms, as well as any influence of migration among other countries on the trade between i and j. In a panel however, additional unobserved pair-wise or country-pair-time-varying influences may exist which are correlated with the error term ε ij , and which subsequently give rise to selection or an omitted variable bias. Of the three types of endogeneity that might exist between trade and migration this is the principle cause for concern.
All efforts have been made to reduce measurement error since the two continuous variables, These deep-rooted (and yet unobservable) historical, cultural or political country-pair characteristics, may thus be positively or negatively correlated with both trade and migration, which in turn might lead to either over-or under-estimates of the effect of migration on trade.
However, (as similarly argued by Baier and Bergstrand (2007) ) if these characteristics are fundamental in nature and have endured over time, then they will likely affect the levels of trade 21 In 2000, the Iranian diaspora in the United States was the 22nd largest, while the United States was the 21 st most important export market for Iran. 22 In 2000, the 577 Americans recorded as residing in Cuba represented the fifth largest diaspora in the Caribbean Island. and migration (relative to their potential), as opposed to recent changes in trade and migration. If true, then these deterministic characteristics will be predominantly cross-sectional in nature and can be largely accounted for with country-pair fixed effects; the implementation of which will also control for the endogeneity of the RTA and Currency Union dummies.
Panel Results
In a panel framework, equation 8 can be rewritten as: results in table 1. The log of immigrants and emigrants are both highly significant and with the coefficient on emigrants larger than that of immigrants, which is expected due to the addition of preferences operating in the same direction as trade. The results in the second column, which additionally control for multilateral resistances, are similar to those in the first column, although the standard errors are marginally broader. In other words, -with the exception of the coefficient on the currency union variables -there seems to be little bias resulting from failing to account properly for multilateral resistance. That is not to detract from the results of Felbermayr, Jung and Toubal (2009) however, whom provide convincing evidence that a failure to include importer and exporter fixed effects in cross-section analyses leads to significant biases. The dependent variable is the log of bilateral exports. All regressions in porter a rter fixe s. Super ***, **, * denote statistical significance at 1, 5 and 10% respectively. Robust standard errors are provided in parentheses.
hen the pair or symmetric fixed effects are additionally included, the results change clude im nd expo d effect scripts W dramatically. The RTA and common currency dummies are now highly positive and similar to those obtained by Glick and Rose (2002) who found a coefficient of 0.74 and Baier and Bergstrand (2007) who estimated the impact of RTAs on trade to be 0.68. Since Rose (2002) uses symmetric fixed effects, these results would vindicate his approach.
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Most importantly for the purposes of this paper however, are the results on both migration variables. No effect of emigrants is found whatsoever and the coefficient on the immigrant variable is actually negative, suggesting that a 10% rise in immigrants is associated with a 0.2% fall in trade. Theory suggests that the unobserved bilateral factors, which are captured here using country-pair fixed effects, may be both positively and negatively correlated with migrant networks.
The empirical results clearly demonstrate however, that on average these unobserved bilateral factors are strongly positively correlated with the migration variables, such that their imposition removes the positive impact of migration on trade. Previous estimates which fail to control for these factors should be treated with caution therefore. One possible explanation is offered by Diaz-Alejandro (1970) , who argues that migrants might start producing in the destination country those goods that they previously demanded from abroad. More simply, this might be a pure demand effect such that immigrants continue consuming destination country products once they have left the origin country. The results in the final column, using asymmetric pair-wise fixed effects, those akin to the standard 'within' estimator, yield similar results. According to the theory, trade costs are treated symmetrically. Clearly, in reality this might not be the case however. The foregoing results would suggest that empirically, at the aggregate level at least, it is not important which set of fixed effects are used since the results are not significantly different from one another.
Since no study to the knowledge of the author, has crucially controlled for the age on arrival of migrants, little evidence currently exists as to the persistence of the affect of migrants upon trade over time. Since the estimated panel contains observations at ten-year intervals, one interpretation of the results is that they more adequately pickup the long-run relationship between trade and migration, a steady-state estimate once capital has had time to adjust. It might also be the case that migrants only facilitate trade between those countries which are absent from the sample. Given the proportions of trade and migration covered in the sample however -which also include many countries for which positive effects have been found in the existing literature -this also seems unlikely.
Of course the implementation of fixed effects is no panacea, although this is the strategy adopted to control for the endogeneity bias of currency unions and regional trade agreements elsewhere in the literature. First they treat both positive and negative correlations of the unobserved pair-
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wise factors with the migrant network variables as symmetric. A further cause for concern is attenuation bias. Should one of the right-hand side variables be poorly measured, this would lead to a classic error-in-variables problem whereby differencing the panel data biases the resulting estimates towards zero. This is especially the case should the variable in question be largely time-invariant. However, in terms of both the aggregate immigrant and emigrant stocks and the bilateral pair-wise migration corridors, there have been dramatic changes over time, such that this is not a cause for concern. Moreover, the classic error-in-variables generally leads to inconsistent estimates of all the βs and since the estimates of the other explanatory variables are strictly in line with previous estimates, this provides indirect evidence that the estimates can be trusted.
Robustness
Lastly, it might be the case that some of the missing values, which we have every reason to believe are true missing values, are in fact zero. If so, then a failure to account for the heteroskedastic residuals, which arise from numerous zero values in the regressor, might lead to inconsistent results. Table 4 provides a summary of how many missing values exist in every decade. The dependent variable is the log of bilateral exports. All regressions include importer and exporter fixed effects. Superscripts ***, **, * denote statistical significance at 1, 5 and 10% respectively. Robust standard errors are provided in parentheses. a denotes that the estimated R 2 is not comparable to the R 2 in other tables since it is calculated using the standard within estimator as opposed to the least squares dummy variable estimator. This is to ensure consistency within the table since it is not possible to use the LSDV for sample 1 since it is beyond the limits of Stata.
Clearly the greatest number of missing values is in 1960, which is expected given the timing of the onset of globalisation. In order to test for the inclusion of the missing values , table 5 
Regional Results
Given the weight of evidence in the literature to date, the results pooling observations across the entire sample are very surprising. Given Winters' insight that the least similar countries have the greatest potential for trade however, the sample is next divided into the relatively affluent North 24 and comparatively poorer South. Two regressions are estimated for each regional combination. The first column presents results akin to column 2 of table 3, when country-time varying dummies are included but country-pair fixed effects are not. The results in the second column present the most restrictive specification, which then additionally include asymmetric (pairid) fixed effects (see table 6 ).
The first set of regional results, those from columns (1), omit controls for unobserved pairfactors and again produce the results typically found in the literature. The coefficient on distance is again around minus 1, the negative impact of which disproportionately affects Southern exporters. While again the contiguity variable is insignificant across all specifications, the role of common language, a proxy for cultural proximity, is significantly positive for trade between the Here, over 98% of the variation in bilateral trade is explained, the trade and the migration data are of the highest quality and exports are likely the most differentiated. One plausible explanation for this result would be that information is more readily available about the countries of the North such that migrants cannot exert much influence in terms of bridging informational asymmetries. The dependent variable is the log of bilateral exports. All regressions include importer and exporter fixed effects. Superscripts ***, **, * denote statistical significance at 1, 5 and 10% respectively. Robust standard errors are provided in parentheses.
The only paper, with estimates directly comparable to those presented here however, are those provided by Felbermayr and Jung (2009) 
Country Results
The results so far relate to the average effect of both immigrants and emigrants upon trade, either across countries (table 2) , over time (tables 3 and 5) or across regions and time (table 6) yield the average effects of these variables for specific countries over time.
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Where, π 1 and π 2 are coefficient vectors for the interaction variables. This exercise pushes the ij Table 7 again serves to highlight the disparity in the results when unobserved factors are omitted.
data to the very limit, since only four/five observations are available for each country. The goal then, is not to draw firm inferences with regards point estimates at the country level, but rather to get a better sense of the direction of bias which results from failing to take account of unobserved pair-wise heterogeneity. The statistically significant coefficients for the immigrant interactions from [10] , from both including and omitting τ are presented in Table 7 . Due to their similarity, the emigrant interactions are presented in Appendix 2 for the sake of brevity
In the absence of pair-wise fixed effects, 35 countries have statistically significant immigrantinteraction point estimates, while 33 countries have statistically significant emigrant-interaction point estimates. While the overwhelming majority of these point estimates are positive, importantly, some statistically significant and negative coefficients also result i.e. trade diversion. Although this finding is largely absent from the literature it seems wholly plausible since networks might well; organise the production of a good that was previously imported from elsewhere, source these goods from third-party countries or otherwise find more profitable destinations for goods. In order to do this, direct migrant networks might tap into their wider international networks, which although an interesting possibility is beyond the scope of the current study. Superscripts ***, **, * denote statistical significance at 1, 5 and 10% respectively.
When unobserved pair-wise factors are accounted for, again the majority of these positive effects disappear. It was argued in the endogeneity section, that in theory, the direction of the bias from failing to account for the unobserved heterogeneity could work in either direction. This plays out, for example the point estimate for Finland increases from 0.06 to 0.16 following the inclusion of τ ij . Conversely, the coefficient for Canada falls from 0.14 to -0.21. However, the global and regional estimates suggest that overall; the unobserved bilateral factors are positively correlated with migrant networks on average, such that their inclusion dramatically removes most of the effect of migration upon trade. This story is again borne out by these results, since the vast 28 majority of positive estimates are found to be insignificant or indeed significant and negative when fixed effects are included.
Third Party Effects
So far, attention has been focused upon direct links. It is equally plausible however; that migrant networks exist between trading pairs which pertain to a country (of birth) k, which is neither the importing (k≠i) nor exporting nation (k≠j) i.e. that a third-party effect exists which is driving the observed coefficients. 26 Continuing from the discussion in Section 3, these third party effects can be modelled as ln(MIG ki *MIG kj ) where i≠j and k≠i and k≠j. This is another important contribution of this paper, since despite only 68 countries being chosen for analysis; the comprehensive migration dataset permits third-party effects pertaining to potentially all (178) countries of the world to be included in estimation (see Equation 11 ).
11.
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Where additionally, ς 1 is a vector containing the coefficients for the interactions of the thirdij ij It is not as immediately obvious why pair-wise fixed effects should be implemented when testing party effects. Table 8 for third-party effects. Felbermayr, Jung and Toubal (2009) argue that third-party effects should be exogenous to bilateral trade flows between countries i and j, since the migrants pertain to countries k. 27 However, if migrants from a country k are believed to foster trade between countries i and j then there might be unobserved bilateral factors between i and j, which 26 Felbermayr, Jung and Toubal (2009) are credited as having been the first to highlight the difference between direct and indirect links. 27 Furthermore they argue that these third-party effects must operate though the transaction cost channel.
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encourage migrants from k to select into migrating into those countries in the first place. In fact, controlling for pair-wise unobserved factors again drastically alters the results, with only 15 point estimates surviving. In the case of third-party effects however, the direction of the bias from excluding controls for the unobserved pair-wise factors is far from clear, since many estimates are both biased up and down. This result contrasts nicely with the estimates of the direct results. In that case, the direction of the bias was on average positive, which might be expected since international bilateral ties are more generally 'good' as opposed to 'bad' and in turn these good relationships might be expected to be positively correlated on average with migrant networks. In the case of indirect networks however, the results suggest a far more complex relationship. Arguably, these complexities can only be identified with richer more disaggregated data. Superscripts ***, **, * denote statistical significance at 1, 5 and 10% respectively.
Conclusion Do migrants really foster trade?
The answer based on the results in this paper would be a tentative Yes. Abstracting from the question of how migrants foster trade, the key question asked in this paper is whether migrants foster trade whatsoever. Implementing a panel which comprises the majority of world trade and migration in each period, the core results show that a failure to account for unobserved pair-wise heterogeneity, which in turn is positively correlated with migrant networks, lead to a substantial overestimate of the impact of migration on trade. The estimates imply that in the longer run, migration has a negligible or indeed negative impact on trade. Dividing the world into the relatively affluent North and poorer South, the results show that migrants from either region only affect Northern exports to the South. Further, the country level results suggest that migrants may both create and divert international trade. Taken as a whole, the results demonstrate the large biases inherent in cross-sectional studies investigating the trade-migration nexus and highlight the need to be cautious when interpreting previous findings. The surprise therefore is not that few positive effects are found, but rather that such unambiguously positive and robust results have featured so prominently in the literature to date.
While an international examination of the trade-migration nexus at the product level is absent from the existing literature, the results from this paper strongly suggest that this should be a research priority should the complexities of the trade-migration nexus be truly understood. 
